To what extent does the representation of queer experience require the implementation of experimental or
disruptive methods of narration and storytelling? What occurs when products of queer cultural production
unsettle the boundaries that typically exist between the reader and text, the real and the imaginary, and the
past, present, and future? In this course, we will examine how queer experience is shaped, organized, and
aestheticized in different genres and contexts—including but not limited to novels, young adult fiction, graphic
novels, picture books, and films. We will think through the ways in which queer representation pressures the
organizing logics and reader-text interactions commonly taken for granted in conventional narrative modes.
The themes of queer experience that we will explore include temporality and futurity, space and place, fantasy
and the imagination, and the non-human. A selection of theoretical and critical readings will challenge us to
better understand how narrative and aesthetic practices can foster affective, political, and temporal resonances
that nuance our understanding of queer thought.

Course Information
ENGLISH 550:
IN SEARCH OF QUEER FORMS
(Queer Narratives and Genres)
Professor: Angel D. Matos, Ph.D
Email: amatos@sdsu.edu
Twitter: @TheAngelMatos
Office: Arts and Letters - 217
Phone: (619) 594-5442
Office Hours: W 1:00 - 3:00 or by
appointment.

Course Objectives
Throughout this course, you will:
Explore how texts implement innovations of content and narrative
form to represent queer thought and experience.
Draw from queer theories and methodologies in order to conduct
sophisticated critiques of texts with LGBTQ themes and content.
Understand both the subversive potential and the normative
limitations of genre and literary taxonomies.
Examine how target audiences affect the creation, distribution, and
consumption of literature and media with queer themes.

IMPORTANT: The literature and media in this course depicts events and experiences that may be disturbing or
traumatizing to some people, including but not limited to: sexual assault, bullying, graphic violence, death, suicide, and
sexually explicit material. If you expect any of the course material to be emotionally or psychologically challenging, you
may talk to me about any concerns that you may have before class. You may also meet with me during office hours to
discuss any personal reaction that you had to any text. If the course content will make you unable to comfortably
participate in class discussions, you may want to reconsider enrolling in this course.
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Course Texts, Media, and Readings
You are expected to purchase copies of the following
novels and bring them to class when they are assigned.
• Baldwin, James. Giovanni’s Room. Vintage Books,
2013.
• Bechdel, Alison. Fun Home. Mariner Books, 2007.
• Delany, Samuel R. Flight from Nevèrÿon. Wesleyan
University Press, 1994.
• Hall, Michael. Red: A Crayon’s Story. Greenwillow
Books, 2015.
• McLemore, Anna-Marie. When the Moon Was Ours.
Thomas Dunne Books, 2016.
• Obejas, Achy. Memory Mambo. Cleis Press, 1996.
• Pratt, David. Bob the Book. Chelsea Station Editions,
2010.
• Silvera, Adam. More Happy Than Not. Soho, 2015.
• Smith, Andrew. Grasshopper Jungle. Speak, 2015

Films and Media: You are required to have screened
films and media prior to their assigned class sessions.
Films and media can be streamed online via Netflix or
Amazon, or purchased on BluRay or DVD.
• Alain Berliner’s Ma Vie en Rose (1997)
• Barry Lewis’s Moonlight (2016)
• Stephen Dunn’s Closet Monster (2015)
Theory and Criticism: Novels and media will be paired
with theory and criticism from the fields of queer
studies. Scholarship in this field can be quite dense and
difficult—so be prepared to read these texts multiple
times! If you are having difficulties in reading or
understanding these texts, please visit me during office
hours.
Technology in the Classroom: Laptops and tablets are
allowed in the classroom as long as they don’t interfere
with your participation and engagement in class.

Evaluation Policies
Your grade will primarily be based on evaluation components associated with the term paper that you will turn
in during the designated final exam period. The term paper will demonstrate your ability to think critically
about how course themes and topics are addressed or challenged in multiple texts. You must complete the
midterm exam and turn in a term paper to pass this course.
Twitter: You are required to have an active Twitter account for this course (you can use an existing account or
an account created for this course). At least once a week, tweet a thought, question, or impression that you had
when engaging with the primary course readings. Your tweets must be posted no later than the night before our
class takes place. You most certainly may post more than one tweet per week! Tweets can also include thoughtful
commentary and responses to ideas or questions that your classmates have posted. Feel free to be as fun,
creative, serious, and/or imaginative as you want to be with these tweets (I particularly encourage the use of
GIFs and memes). I simply want all of us to engage with the course readings prior to meeting in the classroom,
and I want to get a better sense of who you are. Your tweets will also shape the conversations we will have in
class. My twitter handle is: @TheAngelMatos. You are free to unfollow me once final grades are submitted.
Mark all of your tweets for this evaluation component with #sdsuQNG.
Midterm Exam: A midterm exam will be given after we conclude the first half of this course. This exam will
include the discussion of significant passages and scenes taken from the novels, films, and media discussed in
class, short questions, and an essay question.
Term Paper Proposal: You will develop a proposal for your term paper, which will give me a better idea of
the question(s) and topic(s) that you will examine in your discussion. This proposal will include: a) A 350-word
abstract of your paper; b) A discussion of the stakes and importance of your paper; c) A working bibliography
of outside sources that you will consult; and d) A discussion of potential challenges that you might encounter
while writing the paper.
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Course Policies
Absences
Attendance to class is compulsory,
and you are expected to arrive in a
timely fashion. You are responsible
for covering the material discussed
on days that you were absent. If you
have 1-2 unexcused absences
during the semester, you will receive
no penalties towards your final
grade. For each additional
unexcused absence over the second,
you will receive a letter grade
deduction from your final grade. In
the case of a prolonged illness or
personal issue, please contact me as
soon as possible via email.
Academic Honesty
The intentional, uncredited use of
another person’s work is a serious
academic offense that won’t be
taken lightly in this course. If I
determine that you plagiarized any
of the work that you turn in for this
class, you will automatically receive
an F for that assignment and you will
be reported to the Campus Judicial
Affairs Office. Further action may be
taken depending on the severity of
the case. For more information on
this matter, please click here.
Assignments
Assignments must be turned in by
the established due date and in the
requested format. In terms of late
assignments, one letter grade will be
deducted for every day of lateness,
including weekends. If you need an
extension for an assignment, you
must contact me at least two days
before the established deadline and
have a valid justification for the
extension request.
Respect & Open-Mindedness
Controversial and charged topics
will be discussed throughout the
semester. I expect you to approach
every topic discussed in class with
sensibility and open-mindedness. I
expect you to respect everyone in
the classroom at all times.

Term Paper: You will develop a 7-9 page argumentative discussion
in which you examine two novels that we have discussed in this
course. You will develop your own questions, argument, and
framework for your discussion. While you are welcome to draw
additional argumentative support from any of the course’s secondary
readings, you will be required to include a minimum of two
additional secondary sources that were not discussed in class.
Class Performance: This class will be driven by collaborative
discussions and workshops. As a student in this class, you will be
responsible for: a) Sharing your impressions and interpretations of
course texts; b) Asking and answering questions that will generate
effective critical discussions; and c) Selecting and highlighting
passages that you would like to discuss in class. If you are
uncomfortable speaking in class, please meet with me so I can help
you to develop strategies on how to effectively participate in class
conversations. I will sporadically give pop quizzes to determine
whether or not you are engaging with the assigned course readings—
so make sure to come prepared!
Evaluation Component

Points

Twitter

100 (10%)

Midterm Exam

300 (30%)

Term Paper Proposal

100 (10%)

Term Paper

400 (40%)

Class Performance

100 (10%)
TOTAL: 1,000 (100%)

Grading Scale
A = 100-93%
B = 86-83%
C = 76-73%

A- = 92-90%
B- = 82-80%
C- = 72-70%

B+ = 89-87%
C+ = 79-77%
D = 69-60%

Disability Services
If you are a student with a disability and you need accommodations
for this class, please contact Student Disability Services (SDS) at (619)
594-6473 or visit SDS in Calpulli Center, Suite3101 as soon as
possible. Note that accommodations are not retroactive, and they
cannot be provided until you present a letter from SDS.
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Unit I: Queer Temporalities (August 29-September 21)

Achy Obejas’

Memory Mambo

Adam Silvera’s

More Happy Than Not

Barry Jenkins’

Moonlight

Description

What are the ties between time and normative thinking? What is the role of
the past and the future in the organization of queer thought and experience?
In this unit, we will examine how queer narratives pressure the organizing
logics of linear time. More specifically, we will explore the extent to which
disruptions of sequential time and future-oriented thinking serve as critiques
of “chrononormative” values and practices. Furthermore, we will question the
role of history/memory in the formation of queer, countercultural resistance.

Secondary
Readings

• J. Halberstam’s “Queer Temporality and Postmodern Geographies” (2005).
• Excerpts from Elizabeth Freeman’s Time Binds (2010).

Unit II: Queer Spaces and World Making (September 26-October 24)

James Baldwin’s

Giovanni’s Room

Alison Bechdel’s

Fun Home

Andrew Smith’s

Grasshopper Jungle

Description

In what ways do spaces enable or hinder queer livability? Why do queer
narratives focus on the ways in which spaces can be “abused,” or reconfigure
how a space is commonly used? In this unit, we will examine how authors use
representations of domestic, urban, and rural spaces to allegorize queer
experience and mobilize antinormative critiques. Particular attention will be
given to how queer texts use setting to complicate, and potentially disrupt,
dominant narratives of gender and sexuality.

Secondary
Readings

• Sara Ahmed’s “Sexual Orientation” from Queer Phenomenology (2006).
• Scott Herring’s “I Hate New York” from Another Country (2010).
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Unit III: Queer Fantasy and Imagination (October 31- November 28)

Samuel R. Delany’s

Flight From Nevèrÿon

Anna Marie McLemore’s

When the Moon Was Ours

Alain Berliner’s

Ma Vie En Rose

Description

What do speculative elements enable when present in a queer text? How can
fantasy works push us to imagine different possibilities for existing and
mattering in the world, especially in regards to gender and sexuality? In this
unit, we will examine how texts with fantasy elements enable authors to
critique social ills and promote queer utopianism. We will also explore the
ways in which queer fantasy and the imagination are informed by the “real”
world, and attempt to transform our perception of it.

Secondary
Readings

• Monica B. Pearl’s “Queer AIDS Literature: The Hybrid Text” (2013).
• Excerpts from José Esteban Muñoz’s Cruising Utopia (2009).

Unit IV: Queerness and the Non-Human (November 30-December 14)

Michael Hall’s

Stephen Dunn’s

David Pratt’s

Red

Closet Monster

Bob the Book

Description

Secondary Reading

Can objects such as crayons inform our understanding of gender identity?
What occurs when a hamster gives a teen advice on how to cope with antiqueer violence? What emotions does a “gay book” feel? In this final unit, we
will examine how authors use non-human figures (i.e. objects and animals) to
engage with both conservative and radical approaches to gender and
sexuality. We will explore the benefits and drawbacks of using non-human
figures to aestheticize queer thought and experience.
• Dana Luciano and Mel Y. Chen’s “Has the Queer Ever Been Human?”
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